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Names, Identifiers, Indirections
Name Resolution: DNS
DNS debates today: ICANN
Beyond DNS: directories, spontaneous 
networking (Jini)
Advanced: Layered Naming architectures

Overview
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What’s in a name? 
Names used to uniquely identify entities such as 
resources or services

Resources: hosts, printers, newsgroup, web 
page
Services: printing service…

We need to access an entity at an access point
An entity may offer more than one access 
point (multi-homing)
An entity may change access points (mobility) 
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What’s In a Name? Digital IDs
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What’s in a name…
Location-independent name: independent of 
access point
Human-friendly names: can read, lookup in 
yellowpages, remember, “brand” etc
Identifiers: special name which is a random 
number without semantics and refers to an entity
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The role of names and name services
Resources are accessed using identifier or reference

An identifier can be stored in variables and retrieved from tables quickly
Identifier includes or can be transformed to an address for an object

E.g. NFS file handle, Corba remote object reference
A name is human-readable value (usually a string) that can be 
resolved to an identifier or address

Internet domain name, file pathname, process number
E.g ./etc/passwd, http://www.cdk3.net/

For many purposes, names are preferable to identifiers 
because the binding of the named resource to a physical location
is deferred and can be changed
because they are more meaningful to users

Resource names are resolved by name services
to give identifiers and other useful attributes

*
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Names ⇔ $$

$100B+!
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Names, Addresses, Mapping/Indirection

Binding Names to Objects
ARP: mapping between layer 2 address and 
IP address
DHCP: getting a new IP address

How to implement? 
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Recall: Indirection

Ingredients:
A piece of state (eg: ID, address etc) in packet header, 
A pointer-style reference/dereferencing operation

Indirection requires operations of binding & unbinding…
Eg: packets, slots, tokens, (routing) tables, servers, switches etc
Internet protocols & mechanisms form an huge indirection 
infrastructure!

in·di·rec·tion n.
1. The quality or state of being indirect.

Source

ID

Packet

Destination

“Bind” “Unbind” & claim
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Recall: The Power of Indirection

"Any problem in computer science can be solved with another layer of 
indirection. But that usually will create another problem.”

- David Wheeler (1929-2004), chief 
programmer for the EDSAC 
project in the early 1950s.

Synonymns: Mapping, Binding, Resolution, Delegation, 
Translation, Referencing, Coupling, Interfacing, (dynamic or 
flexible) Composition, Relocation …

Just like pointers and “referencing” provides great flexibility
in programming… (why?)

Indirection provides great flexibility in distributed 
system/protocol design!
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Recall: Indirection is Everywhere!
“foo.org”

IPfoo

DNS Server

foo.org IPfoo

IPfooDNS

(IPhome,data)

Home Agent

IPhome IPmobile

(IPmobile,data)

IPmofileMobile IP

(IPnat:Pnat,data)
NAT Box

IPnat:Pnat IPdst:Pdst

(IPdst:Pdst,data)

IPdst

NAT

Internet
(IPM IPR1)
(IPM IPR2)

(IPM,data)

(IPR1,data)
(IPR2,data)

IPR1
IPR2

IP Multicast

(IPfoot,data)
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Name spaces: Requirements
Names organized into name spaces
Allow simple but meaningful names to be used
Potentially infinite number of names
Structured

to allow similar subnames without clashes
to group related names

Allow re-structuring of name trees
for some types of change, old programs 
should continue to work (compatibility)

Management of trust

*
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Name spaces
Labeled directed graph (naming graph)

Leaf = named entity
Other nodes = directory entries
Path name: relative or absolute
Local vs Global: context-dependence or not
Attributes: can be used to lookup name (eg: in 
directory systems like LDAP). 
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file

Web server
Socket

Name spaces: Composed naming domains 
used to access a resource from a URL

http://www.cdk3.net:8888/WebExamples/earth.html

URL

Resource ID (IP number, port number, pathname)

138.37.88.61 WebExamples/earth.html8888

DNS lookup

(Ethernet) Network address

2:60:8c:2:b0:5a

ARP lookup

*
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Multiple name spaces: URL, URN
Currently, different name systems are used for each type of resource:

resource name identifies
file pathname file within a given file system
process process id process on a given computer
port port number IP port on a given computer

Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI) offer a general solution for any type of 
resource. There two main classes:

URL Uniform Resource Locator
typed by the protocol field (http, ftp, nfs, etc.)
part of the name is service-specific
resources cannot be moved between domains

URN Uniform Resource Name
requires a universal resource name lookup service - a 
DNS-like system for all resources

More on URNs
format: urn:<nameSpace>:<name-within-namespace>
examples:
a) urn:ISBN:021-61918-0
b) urn:dcs.qmul.ac.uk:TR2000-56
resolution:
a) send a request to nearest ISBN-lookup service - it would return 

whatever attributes of a book are required by the requester
b) send a request to the urn lookup service at dcs.qmul.ac.uk 

- it would return a url for the relevant document

*
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Domain Name System (DNS) Goals

Basically a wide-area distributed database
Scalability
Decentralized maintenance
Robustness
Global scope 

Names mean the same thing everywhere
Don’t need

Atomicity
Strong consistency
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Programmer’s View of DNS

Conceptually, programmers can view the DNS database as 
a collection of millions of host entry structures:

in_addr is a struct consisting of 4-byte IP address
Functions for retrieving host entries from DNS:

gethostbyname: query key is a DNS host name.
gethostbyaddr: query key is an IP address.

/* DNS host entry structure */ 
struct hostent { 

char   *h_name;       /* official domain name of host */ 
char   **h_aliases;   /* null-terminated array of domain names */ 
int h_addrtype;    /* host address type (AF_INET) */ 
int h_length;      /* length of an address, in bytes */ 
char   **h_addr_list; /* null-terminated array of in_addr structs */ 

}; 
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DNS Message Format

Identification

No. of Questions

No. of Authority RRs

Questions (variable number of answers)

Answers (variable number of resource records)

Authority (variable number of resource records)

Additional Info (variable number of resource records)

Flags

No. of Answer RRs

No. of Additional RRs
Name, type fields 
for a query

RRs in response 
to query

Records for 
authoritative 
servers

Additional 
“helpful info that 
may be used

12 bytes
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Name space implementation
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Name Space Impln: DNS

The name space is divided into non-overlapping parts, called 
zones, each implemented by a separate name server
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DNS Name Space Implementation
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Properties of DNS Host Entries
Different kinds of mappings are possible:

Simple case: 1-1 mapping between domain name and 
IP addr:

kittyhawk.cmcl.cs.cmu.edu maps to 128.2.194.242

Multiple domain names maps to the same IP address:
eecs.mit.edu and cs.mit.edu both map to
18.62.1.6

Single domain name maps to multiple IP addresses:
aol.com and www.aol.com map to multiple IP addrs.

Some valid domain names don’t map to any IP 
address:

for example: cmcl.cs.cmu.edu
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DNS Records

RR format: (class, name, value, type, ttl)

DB contains tuples called resource records (RRs)
Classes = Internet (IN), Chaosnet (CH), etc.
Each class defines value associated with type

FOR IN class:

Type=A
name is hostname
value is IP address

Type=NS
name is domain (e.g. foo.com)
value is name of authoritative 
name server for this domain

Type=CNAME
name is an alias name for some 
“canonical” (the real) name
value is canonical name

Type=MX
value is hostname of mailserver
associated with name
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DNS Resource Record Types
The most important types of resource records forming the 
contents of nodes in the DNS name space.

Type of 
record

Associated 
entity Description

SOA Zone Holds information on the represented zone

A Host Contains an IP address of the host this node represents

MX Domain Refers to a mail server to handle mail addressed to this node

SRV Domain Refers to a server handling a specific service

NS Zone Refers to a name server that implements the represented zone

CNAME Node Symbolic link with the primary name of the represented node

PTR Host Contains the canonical name of a host

HINFO Host Holds information on the host this node represents

TXT Any kind Contains any entity-specific information considered useful
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DNS Data Categories…
An A record or address record maps a hostname to a 32-bit IPv4 address. 
An AAAA record or IPv6 address record maps a hostname to a 128-bit IPv6
address. 
A CNAME record or canonical name record makes one domain name an alias of 
another. The aliased domain gets all the subdomains and DNS records of the original. 
An MX record or mail exchange record maps a domain name to a list of mail 
exchange servers for that domain. 
A PTR record or pointer record maps an IPv4 address to the canonical name for that 
host. Setting up a PTR record for a hostname in the in-addr.arpa domain that 
corresponds to an IP address implements reverse DNS lookup for that address. For 
example (at the time of writing), www.icann.net has the IP address 192.0.34.164, but a 
PTR record maps 164.34.0.192.in-addr.arpa to its canonical name, referrals.icann.org. 
An NS record or name server record maps a domain name to a list of DNS servers 
authoritative for that domain. Delegations depend on NS records.
An SOA record or start of authority record specifies the DNS server providing 
authoritative information about an Internet domain, the email of the domain 
administrator, the domain serial number, and several timers relating to refreshing the 
zone. 
An SRV record is a generalized service location record. 
A TXT record allows an administrator to insert arbitrary text into a DNS record. For 
example, this record is used to implement the Sender Policy Framework specification. 
Other types of records simply provide information (for example, a LOC record gives 
the physical location of a host), or experimental data (for example, a WKS record
gives a list of servers offering some well known service such as HTTP or POP3 for a 
domain).

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPv4
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPv4
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AAAA_record
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPv6
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canonical_name
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canonical_name
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MX_record
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mail_exchange_server
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mail_exchange_server
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reverse_DNS_lookup
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SRV_record
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=TXT_record&action=edit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sender_Policy_Framework
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LOC_record
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DNS Implementation
An excerpt from 
the DNS 
database for the 
zone cs.vu.nl.
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DNS type evolution…
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DNS: Name Resolution: Solutions (1)
Why not centralize DNS?

Single point of failure
Traffic volume
Distant centralized database
Single point of update

Doesn’t scale!
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Obvious Solutions (2)
Why not use /etc/hosts?

Original Name to Address Mapping
Flat namespace
/etc/hosts 
SRI kept main copy
Downloaded regularly

Count of hosts was increasing: machine per 
domain machine per user

Many more downloads
Many more updates
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DNS: Name Resolution

Client Local 
DNS server

root & edu
DNS server

ns1.cmu.edu 
DNS server

www.cs.cmu.edu

NS ns1.cmu.eduwww.cs.cmu.edu

NS ns1.cs.cmu.edu

A www=IPaddr

ns1.cs.cmu.edu
DNS

server
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Subsequent Lookup Example

Client Local 
DNS server

root & edu
DNS server

cmu.edu
DNS server

cs.cmu.edu
DNS

server

ftp.cs.cmu.edu

ftp=IPaddr

ftp.cs.cmu.edu
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Implementation of Name Resolution

The comparison between recursive and iterative name resolution 
with respect to communication costs.
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Recursive DNS Name Resolution
Nonlocal Lookup

Recursively from root 
server downward
Results passed up

Caching
Results stored in 
caches along each 
hop
Can short-circuit 
lookup when cached 
entry present

edu com

cmu

cs

kittyhawk
128.2.194.242

cmcl

unnamed root

someplace

www
208.216.181.15

Root
Server

.edu
Server

CMU
Server

CMU CS
Server

Local
Server

.com
Server

1

2

3

4

5
6

7

8
9

10
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Typical Resolution

Client Local 
DNS server

root & edu
DNS server

ns1.cmu.edu 
DNS server

www.cs.cmu.edu

NS ns1.cmu.eduwww.cs.cmu.edu

NS ns1.cs.cmu.edu

A www=IPaddr

ns1.cs.cmu.edu
DNS

server
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Typical Resolution
Steps for resolving www.cmu.edu

Application calls gethostbyname() (RESOLVER)
Resolver contacts local name server (S1)
S1 queries root server (S2) for (www.cmu.edu)
S2 returns NS record for cmu.edu (S3)
What about A record for S3?

This is what the additional information section is for 
(PREFETCHING)

S1 queries S3 for www.cmu.edu
S3 returns A record for www.cmu.edu

http://www.cmu.edu/
http://www.cmu.edu/
http://www.cmu.edu/
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Prefetching
Name servers can add additional data to 
response
Typically used for prefetching

CNAME/MX/NS typically point to another host 
name
Responses include address of host referred to 
in “additional section”
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Caching
DNS responses are cached 

Quick response for repeated translations
Other queries may reuse some parts of lookup

NS records for domains 
DNS negative queries are cached

Don’t have to repeat past mistakes
E.g. misspellings, search strings in resolv.conf

Cached data periodically times out
Lifetime (TTL) of data controlled by owner of data
TTL passed with every record
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Reliability
DNS servers are replicated

Name service available if ≥ one replica is up
Queries can be load balanced between replicas

UDP used for queries
Need reliability must implement this on top of UDP!
Why not just use TCP? Latency!

Try alternate servers on timeout
Exponential backoff when retrying same server

Same identifier for all queries
Don’t care which server responds
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Tracing Hierarchy (1)

Dig Program
Allows querying of DNS system
Use flags to find name server (NS)
Disable recursion so that operates one step at a time
unix> dig +norecurse @a.root-servers.net NS kittyhawk.cmcl.cs.cmu.edu

;; AUTHORITY SECTION:
edu.                    172800  IN      NS      L3.NSTLD.COM.
edu.                    172800  IN      NS      D3.NSTLD.COM.
edu.                    172800  IN      NS      A3.NSTLD.COM.
edu.                    172800  IN      NS      E3.NSTLD.COM.
edu.                    172800  IN      NS      C3.NSTLD.COM.
edu.                    172800  IN      NS      F3.NSTLD.COM.
edu.                    172800  IN      NS      G3.NSTLD.COM.
edu.                    172800  IN      NS      B3.NSTLD.COM.
edu.                    172800  IN      NS      M3.NSTLD.COM.
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Tracing Hierarchy (2)
3 servers handle CMU names

unix> dig +norecurse @e3.nstld.com NS kittyhawk.cmcl.cs.cmu.edu

;; AUTHORITY SECTION:
cmu.edu.                172800  IN      NS      CUCUMBER.SRV.cs.cmu.edu.
cmu.edu.                172800  IN      NS      T-NS1.NET.cmu.edu.
cmu.edu.                172800  IN      NS      T-NS2.NET.cmu.edu.
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Tracing Hierarchy (3 & 4)
4 servers handle CMU CS names

Quasar is master NS for this zone

unix> dig +norecurse @t-ns1.net.cmu.edu NS kittyhawk.cmcl.cs.cmu.edu

;; AUTHORITY SECTION:
cs.cmu.edu.             86400   IN      NS      MANGO.SRV.cs.cmu.edu.
cs.cmu.edu.             86400   IN      NS      PEACH.SRV.cs.cmu.edu.
cs.cmu.edu.             86400   IN      NS      BANANA.SRV.cs.cmu.edu.
cs.cmu.edu.             86400   IN      NS      BLUEBERRY.SRV.cs.cmu.edu.

unix>dig +norecurse @blueberry.srv.cs.cmu.edu NS 
kittyhawk.cmcl.cs.cmu.edu

;; AUTHORITY SECTION:
cs.cmu.edu.             300     IN      SOA     QUASAR.FAC.cs.cmu.edu. 
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Reverse DNS

Task
Given IP address, find its name

Method
Maintain separate hierarchy based 
on IP names
Write 128.2.194.242 as 
242.194.2.128in-addr.arpa

Why is the address reversed?
Managing

Authority manages IP addresses 
assigned to it
E.g., CMU manages name space 
2.128.in-addr.arpa

edu

cmu

cs

kittyhawk
128.2.194.242

cmcl

unnamed root

arpa

in-addr

128

2

194

242
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.arpa Name Server Hierarchy

At each level of hierarchy, have group of servers that are 
authorized to handle that region of hierarchy

128

2

194

kittyhawk
128.2.194.242

in-addr.arpa a.root-servers.net • • • m.root-servers.net

chia.arin.net
(dill, henna, indigo, epazote, figwort, ginseng)

cucumber.srv.cs.cmu.edu,
t-ns1.net.cmu.edu
t-ns2.net.cmu.edu

mango.srv.cs.cmu.edu
(peach, banana, blueberry)
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DNS Key Concepts 
Name vs address
Distributed vs. Centralized implementation of 
directory services
Autonomous management of name space
Caching, pre-fetching, replication, consistency
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DNS (Summary)
Motivations large distributed database

Scalability
Independent update
Robustness

Hierarchical database structure
Zones
How is a lookup done

Caching/prefetching and TTLs
Reverse name lookup
What are the steps to creating your own domain?
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ICANN Issues
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Beyond the Basic DNS model
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Broadening use of DNS
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How big is DNS?
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Beyond DNS: Directories, Jini
(spontaneous networking)
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Indirection Landscape
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Comparison…
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Directory and discovery services
Directory service:- 'yellow pages' for the resources in a network

Retrieves the set of names that satisfy a given description 
e.g. X.500, LDAP, MS Active Directory Services

(DNS holds some descriptive data, but:
the data is very incomplete
DNS isn't organised to search it)

Discovery service:- a directory service that also:
is automatically updated as the network configuration changes
meets the needs of clients in spontaneous networks 
discovers services required by a client (who may be mobile) within the 
current scope, for example, to find the most suitable printing service for 
image files after arriving at a hotel.
Examples of discovery services: Jini discovery service, the  'service 
location protocol', the 'simple service discovery protocol' (part of UPnP), 
the  'secure discovery service'.

*
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Directories: X.500 and LDAP

X.500 and LDAP 
a hierarchically-structured standard directory service designed 
for world-wide use
accommodates resource descriptions in a standard form and 
their retrieval for any resource (online or offline)
never fully deployed, but the standard forms the basis for LDAP, 
the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol, which is widely used

*
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Printing 
service

service
Lookup

service
Lookup

Printing 
service

admin

admin

admin, finance

finance

Client

Mobile client

Corporate 
infoservice

Network

Service discovery in Jini

2. Here I am: .....
4. Use printing

service

1. ‘finance’
lookup service?

Jini services register their interfaces and descriptions with the Jini lookup 
services in their scope
Clients find the Jini lookup services in their scope by IP multicast
Jini lookup service searches by attribute or by interface type

The designers of Jini argue that this the only reliable way to do discovery

*

3. Request
printing &
receive 
proxy
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ENUM
ENUM: TElephone NUmber Mapping
… is a suite of protocols to unify the telephone system 
with the Internet by using E.164 addresses with DDDS
and DNS. 
ENUM also refers to "E164 NUmber Mapping".
VoIP service providers assign a URI to a customer in 
order to complete calls over the internet. 
It provides a user with a domain name on an E.164 
server in order to associate a common international 
telephone number with a URI and provide other DNS-
related services. 
a specific zone, namely "e164.arpa" for use with E.164 
numbers. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communications_protocol
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telephone
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E.164
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DDDS
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNS
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ENUM vs DNS
DNS (or internet) names: interpreted right to left: 

Eg: www.rpi.edu

Telephone numbers: interpreted left to right:
Eg: +1 518 276 8979

ENUM: (RFC 3761)
telephone numbers written DNS-style, 
Rooted at the domain e164.arpa. 
So, 1.212.543.6789 becomes 9.8.7.6.3.4.5.2.1.2.1.e164.arpa.
When queried, DNS can return an IP address for the telephone 
number, 
or it can return a rule for re-formatting the original number 
For example, rules can be returned to rewrite 1.212.543.6789 as 
sip:36789@nyc-gw.example.net, sip:caryfitz@service-
provider.com.

http://www.rpi.edu/
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Advanced: 
Layered Naming
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Context: Architectural Discontents in 
Today’s Internet

Lack of features
End-to-end QoS, host control over routing, 
end-to-end multicast,…

Lack of protection and accountability
Denial-of-service (DoS)

Architecture is brittle
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Architectural Brittleness

Hosts are tied to IP addresses
Mobility and multi-homing pose problems

Services are tied to hosts
A service is more than just one host: 
replication, migration, composition

Packets might require processing at 
intermediaries before reaching destination

“Middleboxes” (NATs, firewalls, …)
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Internet Naming is Host-Centric

Two global namespaces: DNS and IP 
addresses

These namespaces are host-centric
IP addresses: network location of host
DNS names: domain of host
Both closely tied to an underlying structure
Motivated by host-centric applications
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The Trouble with Host-Centric Names

Host-centric names are fragile
If a name is based on mutable properties of its 
referent, it is fragile
Example: If Joe’s Web page 
www.berkeley.edu/~hippie moves to 
www.wallstreetstiffs.com/~yuppie, Web links to his 
page break

Fragile names constrain movement
IP addresses are not stable host names
DNS URLs are not stable data names
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Key Architectural Questions
1. Which entities should be named?

2. What should names look like?

3. What should names resolve to?
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Naming versus Locating Entities

a) Direct, single level mapping between names and addresses.
b) T-level mapping using identities.
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Eg: Home-Based Approaches (Mobile IP)

The principle of Mobile IP.
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Idea: Name Services and Hosts Separately

Service identifiers (SIDs) are host-independent 
data names

End-point identifiers (EIDs) are location-
independent host names

Protocols bind to names, and resolve them
Apps should use SIDs as data handles
Transport connections should bind to EIDs

Binding principle: Names should bind protocols only
to relevant aspects of underlying structure

Binding principle: Names should bind protocols only
to relevant aspects of underlying structure
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The Naming Layers
User-level descriptors

(e.g., search)

App session

App-specific search/lookup
returns SID

Transport

Resolves SID to EID
Opens transport conns

IP

Resolves EID to IP

Bind to EID

Use SID as handle

IP hdr EID TCP SID …
IP

Transport

App session

Application
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SIDs and EIDs should be Flat

Flat names impose no structure on entities
Structured names stable only if name structure 
matches natural structure of entities
Can be resolved scalably using, e.g., DHTs

Flat names can be used to name anything
Once you have a large flat namespace, you 
never need other global “handles”

Stable-name principle: A stable name should not 
impose restrictions on the entity it names

Stable-name principle: A stable name should not 
impose restrictions on the entity it names
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Resolution
Service

<A HREF=
http://f012012/pub.pdf
>here is a paper</A>

Flat Names Enable Flexible Migration

<A HREF=
http://f012012/pub.pdf
>here is a paper</A>

HTTP GET: 

/docs/pub.pdf
10.1.2.3

/docs/

20.2.4.6

HTTP GET: 

/~user/pubs/pub.pdf(10.1.2.3,80,
/docs/)(20.2.4.6,80,

/~user/pubs/)
/~user/pubs/

SID abstracts all object reachability information
Objects: any granularity (files, directories)
Benefit: Links (referrers) don’t break

Domain H

Domain Y
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Delegation
Names usually resolve to “location” of entity

Packets might require processing at 
intermediaries before reaching destination

Such processing today violates layering
Only element identified by packet’s IP 
destination should inspect higher layers

Delegation principle: A network entity should be able 
to direct resolutions of its name not only to its own

location, but also to chosen delegates

Delegation principle: A network entity should be able 
to direct resolutions of its name not only to its own

location, but also to chosen delegates
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Delegation Enables Architecturally-Sound 
Intermediaries

EID d
IP ipdEID s

Firewall

EID f
IP ipf

Dest EID Mapping
d f
f ipf

Delegate can be anywhere in the network, not 
necessarily on the IP path to d (ipd)
SID/EID can resolve to sequence of delegates

ipf EID d  TCP hdr
Packet structure (dests only)

Resolution svc
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App-Layer Intermediaries

EID s

Spam/virus filter
SID v, EID eidv, IP ipv

Dest EID/SID Mapping
SID fmid [v, ms]

SID v eidv

eidv ipv

. . . . . .

Mail server
SID ms

Goal: Email to user must traverse
spam filter en route to mail server

fmid is SID for composed service

ipv EID eidv TCP SID v  data

SID ms      msg

Resolution svc
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Summary

Names, Identifiers, Indirections
Name Resolution: DNS
DNS debates today: ICANN
Beyond DNS: directories, spontaneous networking 
(Jini)
Advanced: Layered Naming architectures
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